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Pathfinder Society

The Return of the Runelords Adventure Path may be 
played as part of the Pathfinder Society Roleplaying 
Guild campaign for credit. These adventures are produced 
for a wider audience than just the Pathfinder Society 
Roleplaying Guild, and are thus structured differently 
from scenarios. The specific rules changes needed for 
receiving Roleplaying Guild credit when playing these 
adventures are presented here.

KEY DIFFERENCES FROM SCENARIOS
Pathfinder Adventure Paths consist of six chapters, each 
roughly four times the length of a standard scenario, 
and can take months or even years to complete. They 
do not contain specific faction-related elements, nor are 
they tiered for play by characters over a wide range of 
levels. Thematically, most Adventure Paths do not assume 
the characters are Pathfinders. GMs and players are 
encouraged to create a reasonable plot hook for their 
characters’ participation.

GMs running the Adventure Path are not bound to 
the rules of the Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild 
campaign (such as 20-point buy, unavailability of hero 
points, etc.) when running the campaign or the sanctioned 
portion of the adventure.  Players and GMs can receive 
credit for playing this adventure as if they had played a 
pregenerated character; this is referred to as Campaign 
Mode in the Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild Guide.

APPLYING CREDIT
Players who play through each volume of this Adventure 
Path, as well as GMs who run the adventure, gain the 
Chronicle Sheet for each completed volume, which 
they can apply to any of their Pathfinder Society (First 
Edition) characters. The character receives an amount of 
gold appropriate for a PC of their level, as listed on the 
Chronicle Sheet. Additionally, the character automatically 
earns access to all items listed on the Chronicle Sheet.

Each Chronicle Sheet gives 3 XP and 4 Prestige Points 
if that character is on the normal advancement track, or 
1-1/2 XP and 2 Prestige Points for characters on the slow 
advancement track. If a character earns more XP than she 

needs to reach her next level, she may not choose to switch 
advancement tracks at the new level earned. 

If a character dies and is brought back to life, the 
GM must determine the rewards for that character. 
The minimum possible reward is 0 gp, 1 XP and 1 PP 
on the normal advancement track or 0 gp, 1/2 XP, and 
1/2 Prestige Point on the slow advancement track. If a 
character participates in more than 2/3 of the adventure, 
she should receive the full rewards. GMs and active players 
are encouraged to hasten the return of any characters 
waiting to be raised from the dead so that everyone may 
receive the full award.

Players who miss game sessions earn 1/3 fewer gold 
pieces, 1 fewer XP, and 1 fewer Prestige Point for each 
session missed. This also applies to players who join later 
sessions; they receive 1/3 fewer gold pieces, 1 fewer XP, 
and 1 fewer Prestige Point for each session missed. In both 
cases, players earn a minimum of 1/3 gold pieces, 1 XP, 
and 1 PP.

As mentioned in the Pathfinder Society Roleplaying 
Guild Guide, if you have already played a sanctioned 
Adventure Path and wish to play it an additional time 
for any reason, you must inform the GM. If you spoil 
the plot for the table, the GM has the right to ask you 
to leave. You are free to replay the sanctioned Adventure 
Path in order to meet a minimum PC requirement, but if 
you already have received a player Chronicle sheet for this 
sanctioned content for any of your PCs, you do not earn 
any additional rewards beyond having a good time.

ABOUT PATHFINDER SOCIETY 
ROLEPLAYING GUILD
The Pathfinder Society Roleplaying Guild is a worldwide 
fantasy roleplaying campaign that puts you in the role of 
an agent of the Pathfinder Society, a legendary league of 
explorers, archaeologists, and adventurers dedicated to 
discovering and chronicling the greatest mysteries and 
wonders of an ancient world beset by magic and evil. The 
campaign’s home base is sprawling Absalom, the so-called 
City at the Center of the World that stands astride the 
great Inner Sea on the mountain-capped Isle of Kortos. 
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PATHFINDER SOCIETY ADVENTURE

A Pathfinder’s adventures explore the dark alleys and 
political intrigues of Absalom between far-flung travels to 
the most interesting and exotic locales in the world of the 
Pathfinder Roleplaying Game.

In an organized play campaign, your character exists in 
a common setting shared by thousands of other gamers 
from around the world. You can take your character to any 
public Pathfinder Society event anywhere in the world, and 
while the Game Master and your companions might change 
every time you play, your character advances as normal. 
Over time, campaigning in an organized play environment 
offers a uniquely immersive experience, as your diverse 
companions add depth and character to the campaign 
world. It’s also a great way to get in touch with other local 
gamers, meet new people, and play regularly without all the 
prep work and scheduling of a traditional campaign.

Alternatively, some players prefer to keep their 
Pathfinder Society experience limited to a familiar group 
of friends, using the Pathfinder Society character creation 
rules, adventure scenarios, and reward structure as the 
framework for a private campaign. Either approach is a 
valid way to experience the campaign, and many players 
enjoy a combination of public and private adventuring.

At the conclusion of a sanctioned Pathfinder Society 
event, each PC receives a Chronicle sheet, which serves 
as a record of the character’s successes. Players use these 
to track XP, wealth, and their character’s influence in 
the world around them. The Chronicle Sheets for all six 
parts of the Wrath of the Righteous Adventure Path are 
included in this document. For more information on the 
Pathfinder Society Organized Play campaign, on how to 
read the attached Chronicle sheets, and to find games 
in your area, check out the campaign’s homepage at 
pathfindersociety.club.
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PATHFINDER SOCIETY ADVENTURE
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indicating that the Open Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of this 
License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms 
may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License 
itself. No other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed 
using this License.

3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your 
acceptance of the terms of this License.

4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the 
Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with 
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copyright date, and the copyright holder’s name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any 
original Open Game Content you distribute.

7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as 
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indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark 
in conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed 
in another, independent Agreement with the owner of such Trademark or Registered 
Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a 
challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity 
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product 
Identity.

8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate 
which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated 
versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, 
modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under any version 
of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of 
the Open Game Content You distribute.

11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game 
Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have written permission from 
the Contributor to do so.

12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of 
this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial 
order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open Game Material so 
affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with 
all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the 
breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such 
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
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FOR GM ONLY
EVENT  DATE EVENT CODE GM Organized Play #

EXPERIENCE

Starting XP

+
XP Gained (GM ONLY)

=
Final XP Total

GOLD

Starting GP

+
GP Gained (GM ONLY)

+
Day Job (GM ONLY)

–
Gold Spent

=
Total Gold

FAME

Initial Fame Initial Prestige

+
Prestige Gained (GM ONLY)

–
Prestige Spent

Final Fame Current Prestige

MAX GOLD
LEVEL AMOUNT

A.K.A. -

Player Name Character Name Pathfinder Society # Faction

BOONS

ITEMS

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH #133:

Secrets of Roderic’s Cove 
(Return of the Runelords 1 of 6)

+1 flaming dogslicer (8,308 gp; Pathfinder RPG 
Ultimate Equipment 18)

+1 mithral punching dagger (3,002 gp)
+2 armored coat (4,200 gp; Ultimate Equipment 9)
+2 chainmail (4,300 gp)
+2 halberd (8,310 gp)
amulet of natural armor +1 (2,000 gp)
bag of holding (type 1; 2,500 gp)
boots of elvenkind (2,500 gp)
buffering cap (2,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 240)
cloak of fiery vanishing (2,600 gp; Ultimate Equipment 

264)
cloak of the hedge wizard (illusion; 2,500 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 264)
cloak of resistance +1 (1,000 gp)
eyes of the eagle (2,500 gp)
feather step slippers (2,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 

231)
ioun torch (75 gp; Ultimate Equipment 305)
lesser empower metamagic rod (9,000 gp)

lesser talisman of arrow protection (600 gp; Pathfinder 
RPG Occult Adventures 263)

lesser talisman of beneficial winds (50 gp; Occult 
Adventures 263)

lesser talisman of freedom (900 gp; Occult Adventures 
263)

lesser talisman of warrior’s courage (450 gp; Occult 
Adventures 263)

mind sentinel medallion (3,500 gp; Ultimate Equipment 
259)

pale blue rhomboid ioun stone (8,000 gp)
pearl of power (2nd level; 4,000 gp)
ring of feather falling (2,200 gp)
ring of protection +2 (8,000 gp)
scroll of summon monster III (375 gp)
wand of fireball (7 charges; 1,575 gp; limit 1)
wand of glitterdust (9 charges; 810 gp; limit 1)
wand of mage armor (40 charges; 600 gp; limit 1)
wand of shocking grasp (43 charges; 645 gp; limit 1)

VARIESALL

LEVELS GP EARNED

11–12 29,000

13–14 50,000

15–16 85,000

17–18 137,000

19–20 195,000

LEVELS GP EARNED

1–2 1,500

3–4 3,750

5–6 6,500

7–8 8,500

9–10 18,000

Variable Rewards: Because you can apply credit for this adventure to a PC of any level, the amount of 
wealth it awards is flexible. Use the table below.



FOR GM ONLY
EVENT  DATE EVENT CODE GM Organized Play #

EXPERIENCE

Starting XP

+
XP Gained (GM ONLY)

=
Final XP Total

GOLD

Starting GP

+
GP Gained (GM ONLY)

+
Day Job (GM ONLY)

–
Gold Spent

=
Total Gold

FAME

Initial Fame Initial Prestige

+
Prestige Gained (GM ONLY)

–
Prestige Spent

Final Fame Current Prestige

MAX GOLD
LEVEL AMOUNT

A.K.A. -

Player Name Character Name Pathfinder Society # Faction

BOONS

ITEMS

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH #134:

It Came From 
Hollow Mountain 
(Return of the Runelords 2 of 6)

VARIESALL

Variable Rewards: Because you can apply credit for this adventure to a PC of any level, the amount of 
wealth it awards is flexible. Use the table below.

LEVELS GP EARNED

1–2 1,500

3–4 3,750

5–6 6,500

7–8 8,500

9–10 18,000

LEVELS GP EARNED

11–12 29,000

13–14 50,000

15–16 85,000

17–18 137,000

19–20 195,000

+1 glamered chain shirt (3,950 gp)
+1 leather lamellar armor (1,210 gp; Pathfinder RPG 

Ultimate Equipment 9)
+1 lucerne hammer (2,315 gp; Ultimate Equipment 19)
+1 mithral rapier (4,020 gp)
+1 shock longsword (8,315 gp)
+2 cruel falcata (18,318 gp; Ultimate Equipment 138)
amulet of natural armor +1 (2,000 gp)
bead of force (3,000 gp)
blessed book (12,500 gp; Pathfinder RPG Ultimate 

Equipment 283)
bloodletting kukri (6,308 gp; Ultimate Equipment 152)
boulderhead mace (6,812 gp; Ultimate Equipment 152)
dagger of venom (8,302 gp)
lesser burning metamagic rod (9,000 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 187)

handy haversack (2,000 gp)
oozeclot unguent (900 gp; It Came From Hollow 

Mountain 10)
potion of neutralize poison (1,400 gp)
ring of forcefangs (8,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 171)
scroll of cone of cold (1,125 gp)
scroll of contagious flame (1,650 gp; Pathfinder RPG 

Advanced Player’s Guide 212)
scroll of leashed shackles (1,650 gp; Pathfinder RPG 

Ultimate Magic 226)
wand of force punch (9 charges; 2,025 gp; Ultimate 

Magic 221; limit 1)
wand of secret page (8 charges; 1,800 gp; limit 1)
wand of wall of fire (4 charges; 1,680 gp; limit 1)
wasp nest of swarming (1,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 

324; limit 1)



FOR GM ONLY
EVENT  DATE EVENT CODE GM Organized Play #

EXPERIENCE

Starting XP

+
XP Gained (GM ONLY)

=
Final XP Total

GOLD

Starting GP

+
GP Gained (GM ONLY)

+
Day Job (GM ONLY)

–
Gold Spent

=
Total Gold

FAME

Initial Fame Initial Prestige

+
Prestige Gained (GM ONLY)

–
Prestige Spent

Final Fame Current Prestige

MAX GOLD
LEVEL AMOUNT

A.K.A. -

Player Name Character Name Pathfinder Society # Faction

BOONS

ITEMS

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH #135:

Runeplague 
(Return of the Runelords 3 of 6)

+1 anarchic halberd (18,310 gp)
+1 corrosive kukri (8,308 gp; Pathfinder RPG Ultimate 

Equipment 138)
+1 clangorous steel shield (4,170 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 116)
+1 flaming kerambit (8,302 gp; Ultimate Equipment 18)
+1 moderate fortification hide armor (16,165 gp)
+1 returning trident (8,315 gp)
+1 stanching leather armor (4,160 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 122)
+1 thundering cold iron scizore (10,340 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 18)
+1 vampiric dagger (8,302 gp)
+1 vicious handaxe (8,306 gp)
+2 frost bastard sword (18,335 gp)
+2 glamered chain shirt (6,950 gp)
+2 wounding war razor (32,308 gp; Pathfinder 

Campaign Setting: The Inner Sea World Guide 290)
belt of giant strength +2 (4,000 gp)
belt of mighty constitution +2 (4,000 gp)
book of the loremaster (15,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 

284)

circlet of persuasion (4,500 gp)
fire elemental gem (2,250 gp)
key of lock jamming (400 gp; Ultimate Equipment 307)
lenses of figment piercing (12,000 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 226)
lyre of building (13,000 gp)
poisoner’s gloves (5,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 239)
potion of heroism (CL 20th; 3,000 gp; limit 1)
ring of invisibility (20,000 gp)
ring of minor spell storing (18,000 gp)
scarlet and blue sphere ioun stone (8,000 gp)
scroll of blade barrier (1,650 gp)
scroll of heal (1,650 gp)
scroll of shield of law (3,000 gp)
scroll of true resurrection (28,825 gp)
scroll of wind walk (1,650 gp)
stone of good luck (20,000 gp)
wand of contagion (15 charges; 3,375 gp; limit 1)
wand of dispel magic (CL 10th, 15 charges; 6,750 gp; 

limit 1)

VARIESALL

LEVELS GP EARNED

11–12 29,000

13–14 50,000

15–16 85,000

17–18 137,000

19–20 195,000

LEVELS GP EARNED

1–2 1,500

3–4 3,750

5–6 6,500

7–8 8,500

9–10 18,000

Variable Rewards: Because you can apply credit for this adventure to a PC of any level, the amount of 
wealth it awards is flexible. Use the table below.



FOR GM ONLY
EVENT  DATE EVENT CODE GM Organized Play #

EXPERIENCE

Starting XP

+
XP Gained (GM ONLY)

=
Final XP Total

GOLD

Starting GP

+
GP Gained (GM ONLY)

+
Day Job (GM ONLY)

–
Gold Spent

=
Total Gold

FAME

Initial Fame Initial Prestige

+
Prestige Gained (GM ONLY)

–
Prestige Spent

Final Fame Current Prestige

MAX GOLD
LEVEL AMOUNT

A.K.A. -

Player Name Character Name Pathfinder Society # Faction

BOONS

ITEMS

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH #136:

Temple of the 
Peacock Spirit
(Return of the Runelords 4 of 6)

VARIESALL

Variable Rewards: Because you can apply credit for this adventure to a PC of any level, the amount of 
wealth it awards is flexible. Use the table below.

LEVELS GP EARNED

1–2 1,500

3–4 3,750

5–6 6,500

7–8 8,500

9–10 18,000

LEVELS GP EARNED

11–12 29,000

13–14 50,000

15–16 85,000

17–18 137,000

19–20 195,000

+1 corrosive warhammer (8,312 gp; Pathfinder RPG Ultimate 

Equipment 138)

+1 human bane dagger (8,302 gp)

+1 flaming ammunition (166 gp each; limit 10)

+1 flaming starknife (8,324 gp)

+1 icy burst whip (18,301 gp)

+1 igniting heavy flail (18,315 gp; Ultimate Equipment 143)

+1 keen longsword (8,315 gp)

+1 seeking heavy crossbow (8,350 gp)

+1 seeking longbow (8,375 gp)

+1 sneaky rapier (7,320 gp; Pathfinder RPG Advanced Class 

Guide 215)

+1 undead bane kukri (8,308 gp)

+2 cruel spiked chain (18,325 gp; Ultimate Equipment 138)

+3 chain shirt (9,250 gp)

+4 breastplate (16,350 gp)

amulet of mighty fists +2 (16,000 gp)

belt of incredible dexterity +4 (16,000 gp)

bracers of sworn vengeance (25,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 272)

breastplate of vanishing (15,200 gp; Ultimate Equipment 124)

chime of interruption (16,800 gp)

circlet of persuasion (4,500 gp)

cloak of resistance +3 (9,000 gp)

deck of illusions (8,100 gp)

glove of storing (10,000 gp)

iridescent spindle ioun stone (18,000 gp)

lenses of detection (3,500 gp; Ultimate Equipment 226)

lesser reach metamagic rod (3,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 190)

major crown of blasting (23,760 gp)

minor cloak of displacement (24,000 gp)

minor ring of cold resistance (12,000 gp)

minor ring of fire resistance (12,000 gp)

mitre of the hierophant (18,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 247)

pearl of power (2nd level; 4,000 gp)

periapt of proof against poison (27,000 gp)

portable hole (20,000 gp)

potion of barkskin (CL 6th; 500 gp; limit 1)

potion of shield of faith (CL 12th; 600 gp; limit 1)

ring of animal friendship (10,800 gp)

ring of force shield (8,500 gp)

ring of freedom of movement (40,000 gp)

robe of arcane heritage (16,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 216)

robe of components (5,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 217)

sash of flowing water (25,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 213)

scroll of cure critical wounds (700 gp)

scroll of heal (1,650 gp)

scroll of mass cure moderate wounds (1,650 gp)

spellguard bracers (5,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 275)

tome of leadership and influence +2 (55,000 gp)

tremor boots (10,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 233)

wand of cure critical wounds (35 charges; 14,700 gp; limit 1)

wand of dispel magic (CL 7th, 11 charges; 3,465 gp; limit 1)

wand of scorching ray (CL 7th, 22 charges; 4,620 gp; limit 1)



FOR GM ONLY
EVENT  DATE EVENT CODE GM Organized Play #

EXPERIENCE

Starting XP

+
XP Gained (GM ONLY)

=
Final XP Total

GOLD

Starting GP

+
GP Gained (GM ONLY)

+
Day Job (GM ONLY)

–
Gold Spent

=
Total Gold

FAME

Initial Fame Initial Prestige

+
Prestige Gained (GM ONLY)

–
Prestige Spent

Final Fame Current Prestige

MAX GOLD
LEVEL AMOUNT

A.K.A. -

Player Name Character Name Pathfinder Society # Faction

BOONS

ITEMS

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH #137:

The City Outside of Time 
(Return of the Runelords 5 of 6)

+1 grinding chain shirt (4,250 gp; Pathfinder RPG Ultimate 

Equipment 119)

+1 ominous dagger (8,302 gp; Ultimate Equipment 119)

+2 ghost touch scale mail (25,200 gp)

+2 holy warhammer (32,312 gp)

+2 icy burst adamantine sai (35,001 gp)

+2 keen rapier (18,320 gp)

+2 mithral heavy steel shield (5,020 gp)

+2 seeking composite longbow (18,400 gp)

+2 thundering greatclub (18,305 gp)

+3 adamantine full plate (28,500 gp)

+3 mithral full plate (19,500 gp)

+3 speed longsword (72,315 gp)

absorbing shield (50,170 gp)

amulet of spell cunning (10,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 256)

annihilation spectacles (25,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 224)

assassin’s dagger (10,302 gp)

belt of mighty constitution +4 (16,000 gp)

belt of physical perfection +4 (16,000 gp)

black soul shard (12,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 283)

bracers of armor +3 (9,000 gp)

boots of speed (12,000 gp)

cloak of the hedge wizard (abjuration; 2,500 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 264)

cloak of resistance +3 (9,000 gp)

cloak of the duskwalker (10,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 264)

disarming blade (17,820 gp; Ultimate Equipment 153)

forsaken banded mail (25,400 gp; Ultimate Equipment 126)

frost fist amulet (10,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 258)

gloom blade (8,810 gp; Ultimate Equipment 155)

greater extend metamagic rod (24,500 gp)

headband of vast intelligence +6 (36,000 gp)

lavender and green ellipsoid ioun stone (40,000 gp)

longarm bracers (7,200 gp; Ultimate Equipment 274)

luckstone (20,000 gp)

necklace of fireballs VII (8,700 gp)

ring of force shield (8,500 gp)

ring of protection +4 (32,000 gp)

ring of retribution (15,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 173)

ring of spell storing (50,000 gp)

ring of telekinesis (75,000 gp)

rod of negation (37,000 gp)

rod of shadows (64,305 gp; Ultimate Equipment 104)

rod of the wayang (12,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 185)

scroll of contingency (1,650 gp)

scroll of freedom (3,825 gp)

scroll of greater dispel magic (1,650 gp)

scroll of limited wish (3,775 gp)

scroll of project image (2,280 gp)

sword of the planes (22,315 gp)

wand of cure serious wounds (20 charges; 4,500 gp; limit 1)

wand of magic missile (CL 5th, 15 charges; 1,125 gp; limit 1)

VARIESALL

LEVELS GP EARNED

11–12 29,000

13–14 50,000

15–16 85,000

17–18 137,000

19–20 195,000

LEVELS GP EARNED

1–2 1,500

3–4 3,750

5–6 6,500

7–8 8,500

9–10 18,000

Variable Rewards: Because you can apply credit for this adventure to a PC of any level, the amount of 
wealth it awards is flexible. Use the table below.



FOR GM ONLY
EVENT  DATE EVENT CODE GM Organized Play #

EXPERIENCE

Starting XP

+
XP Gained (GM ONLY)

=
Final XP Total

GOLD

Starting GP

+
GP Gained (GM ONLY)

+
Day Job (GM ONLY)

–
Gold Spent

=
Total Gold

FAME

Initial Fame Initial Prestige

+
Prestige Gained (GM ONLY)

–
Prestige Spent

Final Fame Current Prestige

MAX GOLD
LEVEL AMOUNT

A.K.A. -

Player Name Character Name Pathfinder Society # Faction

BOONS

ITEMS

PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH #138:

Rise of New Thassilon 
(Return of the Runelords 6 of 6)

VARIESALL

Variable Rewards: Because you can apply credit for this adventure to a PC of any level, the amount of 
wealth it awards is flexible. Use the table below.

LEVELS GP EARNED

1–2 1,500

3–4 3,750

5–6 6,500

7–8 8,500

9–10 18,000

LEVELS GP EARNED

11–12 29,000

13–14 50,000

15–16 85,000

17–18 137,000

19–20 195,000

+1 vorpal mithral scimitar (74,015 gp)

+1 wyrmsbreath (cold) light steel shield (6,159 gp; Pathfinder 

RPG Ultimate Equipment 123)

+2 double-barreled musket (10,500 gp; Ultimate Equipment 43)

+2 holy battleaxe (32,310 gp)

+3 studded leather armor (9,175 gp)

+4 breastplate (16,350 gp)

+4 called corrosive burst heavy flail (98,315 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 137, 138)

+4 human-bane longsword (50,312 gp)

+5 flaming burst urumi (98,330 gp; Ultimate Equipment 20)

+5 kikko (25,400 gp)

+5 mithral chainmail (26,100 gp)

+5 o-yoroi (26,850 gp)

amulet of natural armor +5 (50,000 gp)

bag of tricks (rust; 8,500 gp; Pathfinder Campaign Setting: 

Aquatic Adventures 62)

belt of mighty constitution +6 (36,000 gp)

belt of physical perfection +6 (36,000 gp)

cloak of resistance +4 (16,000 gp)

decoy ring (12,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 166)

dusty rose prism ioun stone (5,000 gp)

emerald wedge ioun stone (32,000 gp)

glove of storing (10,000 gp)

lesser persistent spell metamagic rod (9,000 gp; Ultimate 

Equipment 190)

lyre of building (13,000 gp)

mantle of spell resistance (90,000 gp)

pearl of power (9th level; 81,000 gp)

pink rhomboid ioun stone (8,000 gp)

ring of freedom of movement (40,000 gp)

ring of spell turning (100,000 gp)

ring of swarming stabs (6,000 gp; Ultimate Equipment 175)

rod of splendor (25,000 gp)

rod of thunder and lightning (33,000 gp)

rod of withering (25,000 gp)

scholar’s ring (8,700 gp; Ultimate Equipment 177)

scroll of greater restoration (7,275 gp)

scroll of heal (1,650 gp)

scroll of maze (3,000 gp)

scroll of mass heal (3,825 gp)

scroll of polymorph any object (3,000 gp)

scroll of power word kill (3,825 gp)

scroll of power word stun (3,000 gp)

scroll of rampart (2,275 gp; Pathfinder RPG Advanced Player’s 

Guide 237)

scroll of screen (3,000 gp)

scroll of time stop (3,825 gp)

scroll of wail of the banshee (3,825 gp)

staff of life (109,400 gp)

staff of one hundred hands (180,200 gp; Ultimate Equipment 199)

wand of call lightning (47 charges; 10,575 gp; limit 1)

wand of spell immunity (46 charges; 19,320 gp; limit 1)


